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Encapsulate

Workshop
University of Essex and University of Glasgow

Follow our progress at: 
http://academicexpertise.wordpress.com

Introductions

Phineas Wenlock – University of Essex
Matt Barr – University of Glasgow 

Project Overview

This project is intended to target 
and remedy the issues a 
business has finding the relevant 
academic expertise when 
seeking HE support.g pp

The project has aimed to create a 
proof-of-concept that uses a 
digital repository of research 
outputs as a way to automatically 
identifying the relevant academic 
expertise within HEIs in response 
to online queries from 
businesses.

Project Overview

JISC funded under OIA2R

Project Partners
– University of Glasgow

– University of Essex and VentureNavigator

How it relates to previous work
– Encapsulate build on some of the work carried out by the Engage project at 

Glasgow: http://researchclusters.wordpress.com/

– Draws on our experience of working with EPrints, and Enlighten in particular

– RCUK classifications are also based on those developed for Engage

VentureNavigator & Enlighten

What is VentureNavigator?
»Background 

»Uses 

»MembershipMembership

– Glasgow as a partner in VentureNavigator

– Glasgow’s EPrints repository: an exemplar EPrints

installation

– JISC call offered an excellent opportunity to develop the 

existing relationship between Essex and Glasgow 

The Eprints Plug-in

How do we get data out of EPrints?
Looked at existing API

Looked at working directly with the underlying MySQL database

Ulti t l d id d EP i t l iUltimately decided on an EPrints plug-in

Existing route to market via the Bazaar

Plug-in infrastructure 

– Versioning

– Documentation

– Community engagement, removing barriers

– Clean, safe install (limit by IP etc.)
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The VentureNavigator Assessment

Creating a new type of assessment
Can take data from an external source

New question types 

New user interface to handle large volume of keywords using auto-

suggest

Live data vs. storing data
Greater resilience to networking issues

Allows for incremental updates

Can highlight where new research is available in previous assessments

The VentureNavigator Assessment

Displaying the data
Needed to address the potential volume of data that may be 

returned.returned. 

What happens if there is no data?
Refer to an appropriate “human being”

Feedback more than just research results: Further reading, 

videos, other contacts etc.

Demonstration - www.venturenavigator.co.uk Screenshots

Screenshots Screenshots
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Screenshots Screenshots

Screenshots Issues

Institutional repositories naturally have clusters 
of data richness and areas of scarcity

e.g. Biomedicine, Engineering etc. particularly strong at 
Glasgow

Server and network performance
Huge amount of data
Initial load of data took several days

It’s all about the data

Variations in quality and completeness of data
Lack of full-text submissions and keywords

How are EPrints classified?How are EPrints classified?

– Existing taxonomies are not universal

– User-generated ‘folksonomies’ accentuate bias

– Mapping keywords to appropriate research themes is 

problematic

The ideal solution…

“Repository data consistently 
categorised using a taxonomy that iscategorised using a taxonomy that is 
understood (or understandable) by 
the business community”
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Discussion

Do you see this way of demonstrating research expertise as 
useful? 
– To the university 
– To you? 

To Businesses?– To Businesses? 
What could we do to improve the pilot
What other applications could there be for this type of 
solution?


